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They say that bigger isnâ€™t always better. That is why a lot of people still prefer to reside in boutique
hotels than in big hotels as they have a more comfortable and homely feel to them.

Below mentioned are some famous boutique hotelsâ€™ brand marks that have become a sign of
elegance and luxury.

1. Hotel Shattuck Plaza:

Their boutique logo design is a scripted design created with blue colored fonts and a green
background. The hotel initials are smartly created to resemble letters â€˜Sâ€™ and â€˜Pâ€™. The oval shape
surrounding the symbol gives it a compact and attractive look.

2. Hotel Vertigo:

The interior of this hotel is created in a hip and playful style which is reflected in their business
emblem. The prominent colors used for the interior are bright orange, white and gray. The same
colors have been used in the trademark. The word â€œvertigoâ€• is written in orange colored block and
straight fonts with â€œhotelâ€• scripted vertically in gray color.

3. El Tres Inn:

The use of white text over a dark purple background gives it a royal feel. The letters in the business
name are placed irregularly which adds a funky touch to it. Overall, this design is comfortable and
sophisticated at the same time.

4. Pearl Hotel:

This hotel targets people who are budget conscious but want to experience good quality living. Their
emblem reflects the same. The text is written in informal fonts over a dark colored background.
Their slogan â€œDown to earth, up with styleâ€• combined with an illustration of a hotel with sail boat adds
an imaginative touch to the trademark.

5. Hotel Felix:

This stylish, four-star hotel reflects a striking combination of Victorian architecture with a modern
touch. Their monogram is created with white colored straight fonts with an illustration of a dog
besides it. Overall, the design reflects tradition and modern art.

6. Charlotte Jane:

Set in a luxurious and elegant setting in New Zealand, their monogram is a true reflection of wealth,
sophistication and comfort. Their emblem is created with golden colored scripted fonts over a dark
green background which makes it chic and stylish.

7. Hotel Monaco Alexandria:

Situated in the heart of Alexandria, Virginia; they have created an ambiance that is bright and
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colorful. Their monogram is also created to reflect the same energy and liveliness. It is crafted in
bright red color with straight type face for text and an illustration of a bell boy with luggage.

8. Good Hotel:

They have one of the simplest boutique logo designs. Crafted with simplicity, this emblem reflects
the good nature of the place. The fonts used are straight and simple in gray and green colors which
add an environmentally friendly appeal to the image.

In conclusion, these hotels have created their brand mark to reflect the unique culture of their lodges
which gives them a distinct edge over others.
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